The processing of common-fate (motion-defined-form) signals was investigated using a modified version of the global dot-motion stimulus. The primary aim of the studies was to determine whether such stimuli could be processed by a form-specific motion system. This was achieved by investigating the interaction of the On and Off pathways in the processing of these stimuli, given that they have been shown to be pooled differently by the standard-motion and form systems (pooled versus independent, respectively). The number of signal dots was fixed at four and the number of noise dots was varied to establish the threshold signal-to-noise ratio required to determine the direction of the signal dots (up/down). The same dots remained signal dots over the three-frame motion sequence. The effect of different spatial patterns (square, horizontal line, vertical line, T-shape, random shape and no local grouping) and the interaction of contrast-polarity information, i.e. the interaction of the On and Off pathways, were investigated. To minimise the possibility of attentional tracking of the signal dots, the first motion frame contained 12 distracter patterns, i.e. noise dots arranged into the same pattern as the signal dots. Results indicate that performance is better for certain spatial arrangements than others and that contrast-polarity information appears to be pooled independently in the processing of the fixed-geometric shapes but not variableshapes. These results are not due to differences in the spatial-frequency content of the stimuli and the use of a two-frame sequence ruled out attention-based tracking. This difference in the pooling of the On and Off pathways indicates that the different stimuli are processed by different systems, with the geometric conditions possibly being processed by a form-specific system.
Introduction
Visual information is processed by a number of parallel pathways, with cells in these pathways being specialised to extract specific aspects of the visual scene (DeYoe, Felleman, Van Essen, & McClendon, 1994; DeYoe & Van Essen, 1988; Ungerleider & Mishkin, 1982; Zeki, 1990) . In the primate cortex, a major subdivision can be made between the ventral and dorsal pathways, with the former being specialised for processing information about an object's form and the latter about an object's location and motion, i.e. the what-where distinction (Ungerleider & Mishkin, 1982) . Recent research has focused on the degree to which these pathways interact. A number of studies have shown that motion information can assist in form processing, e.g. the kinetic-depth effect and biological motion (Johansson, 1973; Wallach & O'Connell, 1953) . It has also been shown that form information can assist with the processing of motion information, in particular via motion streaks (also called motion lines or speed lines). Motion streaks are the smeared representation within the visual system of a moving stimulus due to the temporal integration, or response persistence, of cortical cells (Geisler, 1999) . Motion-streak information can affect the perceived direction and speed of moving stimuli (Burr & Ross, 2002; Francis & Kim, 2001; Kim & Francis, 1998; Krekelberg, Dannenberg, Hoffmann, Bremmer, & Ross, 2003; Ross, 2004; Werkhoven, Snippe, & Koenderink, 1990) and can also result in lower motion thresholds (Edwards & Crane, 2007) .
Another example of interaction between motion and form signals is the well known Gestalt demonstration of common fate, i.e. motion-defined form. The principle of common fate states that things that move with a common motion appear to be grouped together (Kohler, 1947) , e.g. a number of dots moving in a common direction against background dots that are either static or moving in random directions. The percept that occurs under these conditions is compelling, with both the form information, defined by the spatial arrangement of the dots, and their common motion being clearly seen amongst the background noise. These combined form and motion aspects to common-fate processing makes it an interesting task, in that it could primarily be a motion task, in which form information plays a role, i.e. a dorsal-pathway dominated task, or a form task, that is reliant on input from the motion system, i.e. a ventral-pathway dominated task. The present study investigated this issue by determining how common-fate processing depends upon the shape being used and how the On and Off pathways interact in this task. At the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) level, cells in these pathways have a circular-symmetric receptive-field structure with either an excitatory (On) or inhibitory (Off) centre and so are tuned to detect either light increments or decrements, respectively (Schiller, 1982) . On and Off pathway interaction was investigated because the findings of a number of previous studies suggest that they may be pooled differently in motion and form tasks. Edwards and Badcock (1994) modified the standard global-motion stimulus (Newsome & Pare, 1988) in order to show that, whilst the On and Off pathways are kept independent at the local-motionextraction level, they are combined at or prior to the global-motion level. The global-motion level has been strongly linked to the dorsal pathway, specifically area V5/MT (Britten, Shadlen, Newsome, & Movshon, 1993; Newsome & Pare, 1988; Salzman, Britten, & Newsome, 1990 ). Interaction at the local-motion level was investigated by changing how the dot was defined as it moved. If changing a particular stimulus dimension impairs performance, it shows that the information is kept independent at the local-motion level, i.e. the local-motion units are tuned for that dimension. Dots that change their luminance polarity as they move do not result in a (first-order) motion signal in their displacement direction (Edwards & Badcock, 1994 ) -though they can result in reverse-phi motion, i.e. motion in the opposite direction to the physical displacement of the stimuli (Anstis & Rogers, 1975; Edwards & Nishida, 2004) . Interaction at the global-motion level was assessed by using a sampling paradigm. That is, it was shown that the ability to extract a global-motion signal from a group of light dots was impaired by adding dark, noise dots. Specifically, global-motion thresholds for a stimulus containing 50 light and 50 dark dots, in which the dark dots were always noise, were the same as for a stimulus containing 100 light dots. Given that the dark dots were always noise, if the light and dark dots were pooled independently, thresholds for the mixed-polarity condition would have been the same as a stimulus with 50 light dots, as is the case when contrast-modulated (second-order) noise dots are added to luminance-defined (first-order) dots (Edwards & Badcock, 1995) . When conducting such an experiment, it is important to ensure that the stimuli are designed so as to ensure that the signal dots do not pre-attentively pop-out, which would then allow them to be attentively tracked. In the mixed-polarity condition, there were 50 light dots, so at threshold levels, only a small subset of those dots were signal (typically around 10) and the rest (around 40) were noise. Compare this to the situation in which the signal dots are uniquely defined relative to all of the noise dots, e.g. the signal dots are light and all of the noise dots are dark (Croner & Albright, 1997) . When defined in this manner, the signal dots preattentively pop-out and hence can be attentively tracked, and so the results do not reflect the properties of the global-motion-pooling level (Edwards & Badcock, 1996; Murray, Sekuler, & Bennett, 2003; Snowden & Edmunds, 1999) .
Whilst the results of the above studies indicate that the On and Off pathways (luminance-polarity information) are pooled in global-motion processing, the results of a number of other studies suggest they are kept independent in the processing of form information. Wenderoth (1996) showed that the ability to detect symmetry in stimuli composed of static dots was impaired when the contrast-polarity of the symmetrical dot-pairs was mixed, compared to when the dot-pairs had the same polarity. Similarly, it has been shown that the ability to detect Glass patterns is impaired when the two dots in each dot-pair have different luminance polarities, compared to when they have the same polarity (Badcock, Clifford, & Khuu, 2005; Wilson, Switkes, & De Valois, 2004) .
The above results suggest that the On and Off pathways are pooled differently in motion and form dominated tasks. Thus determining how they are pooled in processing common-fate information may give insight as to whether common-fate is processed primarily within the motion or form systems. The first experiment established the degree of facilitation, if any, that common-fate processing provides over standard global-motion pooling and the effect that changing the spatial arrangement of the dots has on the magnitude of any facilitation.
Experiment 1: Effect of spatial arrangement
The aim of this experiment was to determine the effect that a number of different shapes had on common-fate processing and to compare them to conditions in which the dots were either locally arranged in a random manner or were not locally grouped.
Methods and procedure

Observers
In all of the studies reported here, two observers were used, one of the authors (ME) and one observer (JL) who was naïve as to the purpose of the experiments. Both observers had normal or corrected to normal visual acuity and no history of any visual disorders.
Apparatus
Stimuli were displayed on a Clinton Monoray monitor which had a refresh rate of 120 Hz and was driven by Cambridge Research Systems VSG 2/5 in a host Pentium computer. Observers' responses were recorded via a button box.
Stimuli and procedure
A three-frame modified global-motion stimulus was used. In order to be able to make the various shapes, the number of signal dots had to be kept constant at four, so thresholds were established by varying the number of noise dots (Verghese, McKee, & Grzywacz, 2000) . A single interval, two alternative forced-choice procedure was used. The signal direction was either up or down and thresholds were established using a modified three down one up staircase (Edwards & Badcock, 1994) . Threshold values were the total number of noise dots in the stimulus, so the higher the value, the lower the signal-to-noise level and hence the better the performance. Six conditions were used. In four of the conditions the signal dots were arranged into standard-geometric shapes: a square, horizontal line, vertical line and a T-shape. In the fifth condition, a variable-shape was used. This was generated in the same manner as the geometric shapes, in that the location of the first signal dot was randomly assigned and the second dot was placed a fixed distance of 0.34°from that dot, and the third dot the same fixed distance from the second dot, etc. However, in this variable-shape condition, the angle between the each dot was randomly assigned, so whilst the average spatial proximity, and hence the spatial-frequency content, of the dots was consistent with the other standard-geometric conditions, random shapes were produced that varied from trial to trial (see Fig. 1 ). The sixth condition contained dots that were not locally grouped together. The dots were randomly placed over the entire viewing aperture, so it is equivalent to the standard global-motion (fixed-walk) stimulus. For all conditions it was ensured that the starting position of the signal dots enabled them to remain within the viewing aperture over the entire stimulus life, i.e. they never had to wrap around the viewing aperture. The presentation of all the conditions (shapes) were blocked, so the observer always knew which condition was being presented.
The number of noise dots started at 56 and in order to reduce the possibility of the observer selectively attending to the signal dots in the fixed-geometric conditions, 48 of those dots started in the same spatial arrangement as the signal dots. That is, on the first motion frame in each motion sequence, there were 52 dots arranged into 13, for example, squares. All of the noise dots moved in random directions on subsequent frames so the 12 noise shapes broke apart as they moved (see Fig. 2 ). In the variable-shape condition the same procedure was used but all of the 13 shapes were randomised independently. The dots had a diameter of 0.25°, moved at 6.8°/s (step size of 0.34°and a duration of 50 ms for each motion frame) and a positive contrast-polarity of 20%. Stimuli were presented within a 18°diameter circular aperture and the mean luminance of the display was 70 cd/m 2 .
Results and discussion
The results for the two observers are shown in Fig. 3 . Thresholds, the number of noise dots, is given for each condition. The greater the value, the lower the signal-to-noise level, so the better the performance. Each threshold value represents the mean of 10 staircases and error bars one standard-error of the mean. The pattern of results is the same for both observers. Best performance was obtained for the square (Sqr) and horizontal (HorL) shapes and the worst performance when the dots were not-grouped (NG). Converting these values to the standard signal-to-noise values, for the Square and Horizontal line conditions, both ME and JL could extract the direction of motion at around 1.7%, compared to 10% for the Not-Grouped condition and 3.5% (ME) and 5.9% (JL) for the Variable condition. Note that with the Vertical-Line condition, whilst it was typically easy to see the line itself, consistent with the observation of Verghese et al., 2000 , it was difficult to determine its motion, due to the line's orientation and motion direction being aligned.
With all of the fixed-geometric conditions, observers typically had the distinct impression of seeing both the form defined by the signal dots and its direction of motion. The perception of the spatial arrangement (form) of the signal dots was not the case with the Not-Grouped condition, which is not surprising, given that the dots were not locally grouped, however it was also typically not the case with the Variable-Shape condition. With that condition, as with the Not-Grouped condition, a sense of the global-motion direction was perceived, but only occasionally would observers see the form defined by the spatial arrangement of the signal dots. This difference in the percept for the various conditions raises the possibility that they may be processed by different systems: the Variable-and Not-Grouped conditions processed by the standard global-motion system and the fixed-geometric shapes by a different, possibility form-specific system, which can pool the motion signals more efficiently (lower signal-to-noise levels). This possibility was examined further in the next two experiments.
Experiment 2: Effect of contrast-polarity
This experiment determined the degree to which information from light and dark dots interact in the processing of common-fate signals with fixed-geometric forms, i.e. the interaction of the On and Off pathways in this task. Previous studies have shown that whilst the On and Off pathways are pooled in standard global-motion processing (Edwards & Badcock, 1994; Snowden & Edmunds, 1999 ) they appear to be kept independent in the pooling of form-based tasks (Badcock et al., 2005; Wenderoth, 1996; Wilson et al., 2004) . Therefore, if the On and Off pathways are kept independent in common-fate processing with fixed, geometric forms, it would support the notion they are processed differently to standard global-motion stimuli.
Stimuli and procedure
A modified version of the sampling a paradigm was employed (Edwards & Badcock, 1994) . Three conditions were used. A control condition in which all the dots had the same luminance polarity (light) and two mixed-polarity conditions in which either the polarity of both the signal and noise dots were mixed or only the polarity of the noise dots were mixed, with the signal form always composed of only light dots. In the last condition, all of the 48 noise dots that were initially arranged into same arrangement as the signal dots were also all light. The fixed-geometric form used in all conditions was a square (see Fig. 4 ).
Results and discussion
The results for the two observers are shown in Fig. 5 . Thresholds for the two mixed-polarity conditions are different to the condition in which all the dots had the same (light) polarity. When the noise dots were composed of light and dark dots but the signal dots were all light (L&D:N) thresholds for both observers were higher (performance was better) than for the same-polarity condition (L): 392 compared to 231 for ME and 509 compared to 171 for JL. However, when light and dark dots made up both the signal and noise (L&D: S&N) performance was significantly impaired. Both of these results indicate that, in the processing of this stimulus, the light and dark dots are pooled separately. The first result shows that randomlymoving dots that have a different-polarity to the signal dots do not act as noise: only noise dots that have the same polarity are pooled. Similarly, the second result shows that the facilitation obtained by having the signal dots in the square pattern is lost when those dots are of mixed-polarity. That is, this form-specific system cannot extract shapes composed of different-polarity dots.
Experiment 3: Role of spatial-frequency
The results of the first two experiments have been discussed in terms of a system specialised for the extraction of common-fate form information and its tuning to various shapes (Experiment 1) and the interaction of the On and Off pathways within that system (Experiment 2). However, is it possible that the results could be explained in terms of spatial-frequency effects within the standard global-motion (V5/MT) system? Evidence suggests that within the global-motion system all spatial frequencies are pooled but the system exhibits greater sensitivity to low frequencies (Bex & Dakin, 2002; Yang & Blake, 1994 ). This means that a possible explanation for the pattern of results obtained above is that they were all processed by the standard global-motion system but that they varied in their spatial-frequency content. Specifically, for this explanation to be plausible, best performance would have been obtained for conditions in which the signal dots were arranged in patterns that generated substantial low-spatial-frequency information and worst performance obtained for conditions in which the signal pattern had minimal low-spatial-frequency content. The results of Experiment 1 are not consistent with this explanation because the low spatial-frequency content of the variableform stimuli, for which relatively poor performance was obtained, were essentially identical to that of the square forms, for which best performance was obtained (see Fig. 6 ). Additionally, whilst spatial-frequency differences may seem a plausible explanation with the sparse stimuli shown in Fig. 2 , it seems less plausible with the dense stimuli used at threshold levels (see Fig. 7 ).
With respect to polarity tuning (Experiment 2), there are two aspects to the results that need to be explained. The first is that worse performance was obtained when the square forms were composed of mixed-polarity dots and the second aspect is that better performance was obtained when the polarity of the signal dots were kept constant and the polarity of the noise dots were mixed (excluding the noise forms), compared to the condition where all of the dots had the same polarity. Given that a consequence of using mixed-polarity forms is a reduction in the low-spatial-frequency content of those shapes, this finding seems consistent with the spatial-frequency-based explanation of the results. However, it seems unlikely that changes in the spatial-frequency content of the stimulus is the reason for the loss of facilitation given that spatialfrequency content did not determine the degree of facilitation in Experiment 1. For a similar reason, it seems unlikely that the reduction in the masking effect of the mixed-polarity noise dots was due to differences in the low-spatial-frequency content in that condition. However, to further test these possibilities, the mixedpolarity-noise condition was retested using the variable-shape form. This test was based upon the possibility, raised in Experiment 1, that the variable-form condition is not processed by the same system that processes the fixed-form conditions. That is, it is not processed by a form-specific system, but rather by the standard global-motion system. It has previously been shown that mixing the polarity of the noise dots does not improve performance with the standard global-motion stimulus, i.e. the On and Off pathways are pooled by the standard global-motion system (Edwards & Badcock, 1994; Snowden & Edmunds, 1999) . So, if the improved performance in the mixed-polarity-noise condition in Experiment 2 does reflect the lack of interaction of the On and Off pathways in the processing of that stimulus (by a form-specific system), as opposed to the interaction of spatial-frequency differences within a system in which the On and Off pathways are pooled (standard global-motion system), then no facilitation should be obtained when a stimulus is used that does not drive the form-specific system. The variable-form stimulus was used because, based upon the observations in Experiment, it is possible that it does not drive the form-specific system, and it has the same spatial-frequency content as the Square condition.
Results and discussion
The results for the two observers are shown in Fig. 8 . For comparison, the results for the square condition in Experiment 2 are also shown. For the Variable-Form condition, mixing the polarity of the noise dots (Var:L&D) did not change performance from that obtained for the same polarity condition (Var:L). This is different to the results for the Square condition, in which mixing the polarity of the noise dots (SQ:L&D) resulted in much better performance than for the matched-polarity condition (SQ:L). These results show that in the processing of these two different forms, the light and dark dots are pooled differently: pooled in the processing of the variable-form but not pooled in the processing of the square form. This different pattern of pooling supports both the notion that the two types of stimuli are processed by different systems and that the results observed in Experiment 2 were not due to any effect that mixing the polarity had on the spatial-frequency content of the stimuli. Altering the polarity of the signal and or noise dots would have had the same effect on the spatial-frequency content of the Variable condition as it did in the Square condition, however, the results are the exact opposite: pooling versus no pooling.
Experiment 4: Attentional tracking?
The results of Experiment 1 indicate that there is a marked advantage to having the signal dots arranged in particular spatial arrangements, e.g. a square or a horizontal line, compared to conditions in which they are still locally grouped, but have a variable spatial arrangement, or where they are not locally grouped (see Fig. 3 ). These results have been discussed in relation to a form-specific system that can efficiently extract the motion of the signal dots when they are arranged in specific spatial arrangements. However, another difference between the fixed-geometric and Variable conditions in Experiment 1 was that in the former conditions, on any given trial, the observer always knew what spatial arrangement the signal dots would be in (e.g. a square). This was not the case with the Variable condition. Could this difference have contributed to the results? Having 48 of the noise dots arranged into the same pattern as the signal dots, e.g. 12 squares (see Fig. 2 ), on the first frame of motion was aimed at removing the possibility of the observer attentively tracking the signal dots, since that the observer could not simultaneously attend to all 13 squares. However, given that three motion images, and hence two motion jumps were used, it is possible that by the second image, the noise forms were sufficiently different from the signal form that observers could track the latter over the second, and final, motion jump. Whilst this is unlikely, given the spatial and temporal properties of the stimuli, to rule out this possibility the Square and Variable conditions from Experiment 1 were run using two images, and hence only one motion jump. All other stimulus parameters were the same as used in Experiment 1.
Results and discussion
The results for the two observers are shown in Fig. 9 . The pattern of results is the same for both observers and are also consistent with the results in Experiment 1: performance for the Square condition is better than that for the Variable condition. This result indicates that the improved performance for the fixed, geometric conditions over the variable, and not-grouped conditions cannot be accounted for by the use of attentional tracking.
Experiment 5: The effect of spatial separation
The final experiment investigated the effect that increasing the spatial separation of the dots had on the degree of facilitation observed with two of the geometric shapes used in Experiment 1: the square and horizontal line. The stimulus conditions were the same as used in Experiment 1 except that dot separation ranged up to 0.85°and, 36 noise dots (six shapes) started in the same spatial arrangement as the signal dots. The number was reduced from the original 56 (13 shapes) because of the expectation of worse performance (ability to handle fewer noise dots) at greater separations. For comparison, the Not-Grouped condition was also retested.
Results and discussion
The results for the two observers are shown in Fig. 10 . The pattern of results is the same for both observers. Performance for both the Square (Sq) and Horizontal-Line (HorL) conditions got worse as the dot separation was increased, with the initial decrease in performance with increasing separation was greater for the Square condition than for the Horizontal-Line condition.
General discussion
The results of the present study show that: with common-fate stimuli, certain spatial arrangements result in better performance than others (Experiment 1); contrast-polarity information appears to be pooled independently in the processing of the fixed-geometric shapes (Experiment 2) but not variable-shapes (Experiment 3); this difference in the interaction of the polarity information is not due to spatial-frequency effects (Experiments 1 and 3) ; the effect of spatial layout on performance is not due to attention-based tracking (Experiment 4) and the facilitation in performance ob- served in Experiment 1 is gradually lost as the spatial separation between the dots in increased (Experiment 5). As can be seen from the results, there are marked differences in how common-fate signals are processed, compared to normal global-motion processing, especially in relation to the efficiency with which the signals are extracted and the interaction of the On and Off pathways (which is being taken as a measure of form/motion processing). However, it is also clear that these differences are not simply due to having common-fate signals in the stimulus.
As can be seen from the results of Experiment 1 (Fig. 3) , performance for a number of the fixed-geometric conditions were substantially better than the Not-Grouped condition (the NotGrouped condition is equivalent to the standard fixed-walk global motion). For example, the signal level required to extract the motion of the Square condition was in the order of 1.7%, compared to around 10% for the Not-Group condition. For the Variable condition, which had, on average, dots in the same spatial proximity as the Square condition (and hence, the same spatial-frequency content - Fig. 6 ), performance ranged from 3.3% (ME) to 5.5% (JL). This was better than the Not-Grouped condition, but was substantially worse than all of the geometric conditions, except for the vertical line. Note that, given that the Variable and Square conditions had essentially the same spatial-frequency content, it means that the variation in performance for the various conditions used in Experiment 1 was not simply due to differences in their spatial-frequency content. Note also that, whilst it was difficult to extract the direction of motion of the vertical line (hence the poor thresholds), it was relatively easy to detect, consistent with the finding of Verghese et al. (2000) . The difficulty with extracting its motion was most likely due to the line's orientation and motion direction being aligned, so the line largely overwrote itself when it moved.
The other major difference between the processing of the geometric conditions and standard-motion processing is how the On and Off pathways interact. In Experiment 2, when the square was composed of mixed-polarity dots (two light and two dark) the facilitation observed in Experiment 1 was lost, whilst having matched-polarity signal dots (all light) and mixed-polarity noise dots resulted in substantially better performance (Fig. 5) . These results indicate that in the processing of this stimulus, the On and Off pathways are kept independent. The geometric form can only be efficiently extracted if it is composed of dots of the same polarity, and randomly-moving dots only act as noise if they have the same polarity as the signal dots, i.e. signal extraction and signal-to-noise processing are polarity specific. This is different to standard globalmotion processing in which the On and Off signals are pooled (Edwards & Badcock, 1994; Murray et al., 2003; Snowden & Edmunds, 1999) .
In relation to the issue of the interaction of the On and Off pathways, the other important finding was that they are pooled in the processing of the Variable-Shape condition. Unlike in the Square condition, improved performance was not obtained in the Variable condition when mixed-polarity noise dots were used (Experiment 3, Fig. 8 ). This finding has two main implications. The first is that, given the similarities in the spatial-frequency content of the two conditions (Fig. 6) , the improved performance for the square with mixed-polarity noise dots was not due to any spatial-frequency factors. Secondly, since the Square and Variable conditions were both common-fate stimuli, it is clear that the improved performance for the fixed-geometric conditions was not purely due to them being processed by a common-fate system. Note, other fixed-geometric-shape conditions and dot separations were tested and the same patterns of results indicating On/Off independence were obtained. There must have been other aspects of the fixedgeometric conditions that led to both the improved performance with them and, more surprisingly, the difference in their processing (On/Off interaction). One important difference between the conditions is that from trial to trial, the observers knew what the spatial arrangement of the signal dots would be in the geometric conditions (recall, the various conditions were blocked). This was not the case with the variable condition, which randomly changed on every trial. Whilst Experiment 4 (Fig. 9 ) ruled out the possibility that observers were simply tracking signal dots that pre-attentively popped out, other forms of attentional processes may have been involved. Previous studies have shown that attentional processes are important in some forms of motion processing, for example biological motion, which is conceptually similar to the form-based motion tested here. Even though the processing of biological motion seems effortless, it does require some degree of attentional allocation (Battelli et al., 2001; Cavanagh, Labianca, & Thornton, 2001; Thornton, Rensink, & Shiffrar, 2002) . Another possibility is that other grouping rules, in addition to common fate, determine how the dots treated. For example, the fixed-geometric and variable conditions also vary on other Gestalt grouping principles like symmetry, pragnanz and experience (of the observer with the shape). It is possible that if the spatial arrangement of the dots satisfies a number of these grouping rules then the visual system treats them as a distinct object, and they are then processed by a form-specific system. We are currently investigating these possibilities.
It is worth considering why the visual system would pool the On and Off pathways differently when processing form information and the different types of motion information. Luminancepolarity information can be a useful cue in object segmentation and grouping, i.e. it is common for objects, or at least contours on them, to have uniform polarity information. Therefore it makes sense to pool the On and Off pathways independently for formbased tasks, e.g. symmetry detection and structure in Glass patterns (Badcock et al., 2005; Wenderoth, 1996; Wilson et al., 2004) . Indeed, some camouflage patterns make use of mixing polarity information to make form processing more difficult, e.g. the black and white strips on zebras and the dazzle camouflage patterns used on warships during the two world wars (see Fig. 11 ). Similarly, polarity information appears to be kept independent in the processing of stereoscopic-depth information (Harris & Parker, 1995) , which can also be considered as part of the process of object grouping and segmentation. In considering the interaction of polarity information in motion processing, the situation is not as clear. Given that motion signals can be used for a number of different purposes, whether independent processing would be useful in the pooling of motion signals would depend upon how the signals are being used. When motion signals are used for the extraction of form information, e.g. the kinetic-depth effect, independent pooling would be potentially useful. Independent pooling would also be similarly useful in the extraction of the motion information of a particular object because it would effectively reduce the noise in the process by ignoring motion signals generated by different-polarity elements that are likely to be part of a different object. However, in the processing of other types of motion signals, like optic-flow information, pooling information across both luminance polarities would be useful, given that optic-flow is generated by the motion, relative to the observer, of many different (typically light and dark) objects. Hence an argument can be made for the pooling of the On and Off pathways in standard global-motion processing and the variable-form condition (which appears not to be treated as object motion) and their independence in the fixed-geometric conditions.
Finally, that the On and Off pathways appear to be pooled differently for the various types of motion stimuli (pooled for standard global-motion and the variable-shape conditions and not pooled for the fixed, geometric shapes) means that they are likely to be processed by different motion systems. The processing of biological motion has been linked to cortical areas include regions that are outside the standard dorsal MT+/V5 pathway, including areas within the ventral-pathway (Grossman, Battelli, & PascualLeone, 2005; Grossman & Blake, 2002; Kourtzi, Krekelberg, & van Wezel, 2008) . It is possible that the fixed, geometric shapes used in the present study are processed by these same regions. The involvement of these ventral areas would be consistent with the independence of the On and Off pathways, given that other studies have shown similar independence in the processing of various form (ventral) tasks (Badcock et al., 2005; Wenderoth, 1996; Wilson et al., 2004) . If these different stimuli do tap different high-level pooling areas (the geometric conditions tapping pooling areas in the ventral-pathway and the variable condition areas in the dorsal pathway) then they could be useful in investigating the relative involvement of ventral and dorsal pathways in specific pathologies, like dyslexia (e.g. Slaghuis & Ryan, 2006; Stein, 2001 ). Specifically, given that both stimuli would be processed by a common pathway at least up to the motion-extraction level, relative performance on these tasks would indicate whether any impairment in the dorsal pathway, occurs at an early (same performance on both stimuli) or later level (worse performance with the variable stimuli).
